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Abstract 
 

Campus core is an essential element in a university’s physical environment for symbolic importance of high educational philosophy as well as 
hierarchical significance of campus structure. Yet, as modern expansion develops into and out of campus core, a challenging design and 
planning problem for a growing university is how to integrate a new development into the existing core structure and how to expand the fast-
growing development beyond the core while maintaining a symbiotic harmony between the campus core and the modern expansion. 
 
Such challenge addresses four design frameworks for symbiotic development of the campus core and the modern expansion: (1) building 
grouping with territorial proximity; (2) building design rules for form and texture; (3) open space network with pedestrian walkway; (4) use-
programming for on-campus student community. 
 
This study aims to explore these issues with in-depth case study of the Princeton University campus in Princeton, New Jersey in the United 
States. The study concludes that the Princeton campus is a result from successful synthesis of all the complex design elements, especially in 
relationship between the old and the new; and adds further that the development of a modern university campus requires a comprehensive 
plan that takes into account the older buildings when conceiving the new in symbiotic relationship along with open space network as well as 
functional program distribution. 
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1. INTRODUTION 
 
1.1. An Inquiry on the Campus 
 

Campus core is an essential element in a university’s 
physical environment that symbolizes educational 
philosophy of higher institution. Furthermore, its 
components such as building, open space, walkpath, etc. 
characterize a hierarchical significance of campus structure 
as well as a symbolic importance of historic architectural 
expression. But the term suggests an implicit notion of a 
central campus area which is spatially separated from 
expanding edge; yet, there has been neither formal 
statement nor academic definition of campus core. 

During the past decades, many fast-growing university 
campuses have seen their symbolic centrality of campus 
core to be significantly dissolved by ever-increasing space 
demand and its resultant campus expansion. This massive 
centrifugal modern development, mostly beyond or outside 
of the campus core, had an adverse influence on functional 
integrity and architectural consistency of historically 
evolved structure of the university campus. 

In fact, the definition of university campus is increasingly 
challenged by this recent dynamics of form, density, and 
development setting of university. The campus expands 
beyond its traditional boundary of a physical space - the 
property owned and managed by university. Besides, it also 
functions beyond its limited notion of academic activity 
with various non-academic and auxiliary activities. 

There have been considerable debates among university’ 
policy-makers over such campus expansion that necessitates 

its property acquisition and associated conflict with 
adjacent community. (Maurrasse, 2001; Duderstadt. 2003) 
Meanwhile, responsive public sectors take into account 
development setting and procedural arrangements for their 
regulatory control. (Parry and Wiewel, 2004; Han and Lee, 
2005) 

Yet, a critical challenge1 posed for campus architects and 
planner is how to build new buildings in the existing 
campus establishment, so that “analogous and contrasting 
relationships among buildings and styles” enrich the value 
of “varied and harmonious evolutions over time” on the 
campus. (Venturi, 1966, 1996; Machado, 1999) Central to 
such design and planning problem are the inquiries of: (1) 
what is the value and function of existing context - campus 
core? (2) how the campus core influence the arrangement, 
style, material, and function of a new building, and how this 
modern development should respond to the campus core? 
(3) how the modern expansion is integrated into the campus 
core to enhance a symbiotic synthesis of the old and the 
new 

This study explores these issues with an in-depth case 
study of Princeton University’s campus, New Jersey USA, 
along with experiential site survey of the campus. It aims to 

                                            
1 Arcidi, Philip. (1999) “Varsity Modern: Machado and Silvetti 
Reinterprets Princeton's collegiate Gothic Architecture,” 
Architecture, July 1st, 1999. This problem is highlighted in the 
words of Rudolph Machado saying “he struggled to make 
architecture that is appropriate, but they are also interested in 
making contemporary buildings.” 
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identify campus design and planning frameworks for 
successful integration of modern development with the 
existing campus establishment into a unified campus 
environment. Thus the findings of study has possible 
implications for resolving conflicting problems of the 
existing central campus with the fast growing modern 
expansion in many suburban and rural university campuses 
in Korea. In addition, they suggest essential design elements 
to be considered for modern campus design by architects 
and planners in an effort to have a successful integration of 
the old and the new in a symbiotic relationship. 
 
1.2. Uniqueness of Princeton Campus Development 
 
  The Princeton campus is a sub-urban campus in the town 
of Princeton, New Jersey, located in the middle between 
New York City and Philadelphia. The 500 acre Princeton 
property is surrounded by open semi-wooded community. 
(See Figure 1.) 
  Since birth of Nassau Hall, the Princeton campus went 
through diverse transformations of physical and political 
campus development over different periods.  This resulted 
in uniquely rich styles of campus architecture and 
landscape; but the campus modernization from the early 
1950’s has challenged the conventional idea of campus 
planning practice, specifically the issue of resolving 
continuous conflict between historical core campus 
preservation and modern building expansion. 
  These political initiatives and its resultant physical 
transformations led to four main determinants that 
characterize uniquely the Princeton campus development; 
(1) juxtaposition of diverse styles, open landscapes, and 
mediating pathways; (2) development of residential 
university – housing and dining units as functional campus 
core; (3) large-scale modern expansion by science and 
engineering facility development; (4) parallel development 
of the campus core preservation and modern building 
expansion. 

The first is the physical nature of the campus 
environment with ‘juxtaposition of diverse styles, open 
landscapes, and mediating pathway’ resulted from 
combination of the site’s inherent openness and the policy-
makers efforts throughout the early history. The campus’ 
park-like settings and meandering pathways are 
interconnected with smaller lawns of courtyards bordered 
by diverse styles of buildings, such as the Greek Revival, 
the Georgian, the High Victorian Romanesque, the Gothic, 
the Modern, the Post-Modern, etc. 

The second is the development of Princeton as the 
‘residential university’ of housing and dining units for 
functional campus core. As a residential university, 
Princeton provides housing for virtually all undergraduate 
students. Each of five colleges has its own dining hall, 
common rooms, and computer clusters, and a staff 
including the college master, dean, director of studies, 
resident assistants, and faculty advisers. 

The third uniqueness is large-scaled modern expansion by 
science and engineering complex development. In the post-
war years there was a significant expansion of Princeton's 
academic facilities as well as the rapidly-growing 

modernization of the classrooms and laboratories. Since 
then, engineering and applied science programs have been 
dominating the modern building expansion from the 
classical core of the campus. 

Lastly, the fourth is ‘symbiotic development’ of classical 
core preservation and modern building expansion by 
continuous efforts of campus planners and architects. Such 
symbiotic expansion with contrasting harmony was 
influenced by religious and pedagogical views of university 
policy-makers from the James McCosh administration to 
the Herald Shapiro as well as changing needs of various 
college traditions and organizations. 
 
2. CAMPUS CORE AND MODERN EXPANSION 
 

The Princeton’s campus core was formed not only 
through a series of strategic comprehensive plans, but also 
by individual development projects. Despite the conflicting 
interests and policies of the university administration and 
the trustees of different periods, the Princeton campus 
continues to redefine its campus core according to academic 
philosophy, architectural tradition, and ever-growing 
modern expansion. 
  Such characteristics of the campus are collectively 
observed in the formation of the following four distinctive 
territories: (1) Section A of Neo Georgian and Greek 
Revival of classical arrangement for Front and Rear 
campuses; (2) Section B of Picturesque-styled irregular 
placement of Victorian Romanesque; (3) Section C of 
campus grouping with building design guidelines for 
Collegiate Gothic; (4) Section D of modern expansion of 
International, Modern, and Contemporary architectural 
styles. 
 

 
 

Figure 1. Princeton University Campus and Its Contexts, New Jersey 
 
 
2.1 Section A: Symmetrical Layout of Classical Revival 
 
  Section A features a pair of rectangular spaces called 
Front Campus that faces directly Nassau Street, and Rear 
Campus that developed behind Front Campus. Front 
Campus is an ensemble of Colonial and Greek Revival-
styled buildings centered around Nassau Hall which played 
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a significant role of symbolic and functional hub for the 
Princeton university population. (See Figure 2.a.) 

But such role of Front Campus was superseded by Rear 
Campus which was developed around Cannon Green just 
behind Front Campus. This development was initiated by 
Joseph Henry who aimed to arrange Whig and Clio halls to 
form a “Mall” around Cannon Green. Subsequently, the 
campus expanded southward with construction of East 
College and West College. Rear Campus formed an 
extension from axial symmetry of Front Campus, which 
symbolically represented the division of functions of the 
college for academic and religious activities. Such axial 
layout reflects the classical approach of self-contained 
scholarly community – a version of Thomas Jefferson's 
notion of "academic village" realized at the University of 
Virginia. 

 
2.2 Section B: Asymmetrical Expansion of Victorian 
Romanesque  
 
  Section B was formed in James McCosh’s 20-year 
presidency (1868-1888) in which the university built more 
than 14 buildings. Such development was a product of 
shifting institutional concern for student well-being as well 
as academic goal to accommodate a rapidly expanding 
curriculum for physical science study. 
  Section B features an asymmetrical arrangement that 
distinguished itself from section A’s Mall-styled rectangular 
layout. Section A’s Cannon Green was stretched into an 
irregular-patterned development of new dormitories to the 
south as well as science facilities to the east while defying 
symmetrical layout and architectural styles of Section A. 
(See Figure 2.b) Among examples are Chancellor Green 
Library, John C. Green School of Science and Dickinson 
Hall which formed a group of Victorian Romanesque 
buildings franked on Nassau Street. In particular, as a 
promoter of a new architectural style with a striking 
octagonal rotunda, Chancellor Green not only broke the 
compositional symmetry of section A, but also made itself 
as symbolic foci of Section B. 
  Such asymmetrical layout extended significantly to the 
south, massively driven by a series of student residence 
construction initiated by Reunion Hall. Subsequent 
placement of four dormitory halls of Witherspoon, Edwards, 
Dod, and Brown forms a diagonal progression heading from 
northwest to southeast along the western boundary of the 
campus. This shift implies that the campus organized itself 
as a self-functional academic community. The functions of 
student residence, science education and religion were 
clearly developed along the natural contour of the land. 
Their design approach was modeled after the English 
garden design with irregular layout and vista that respect 
the natural contour and the network of small open space to 
form a park-like pictureque setting. 
 
2.3 Section C: Compact Expansion of Collegiate Gothic 
 
  Section C developed with construction of East Pyne Hall 
(then Pyne Library) adjacent to the south face of Chancellor 
Green Hall. (see Figure 2.c.) Taking a form of quadrangle, 

East Pyne was the first Collegiate Gothic building at 
Princeton Campus. This shift was initiated not by an 
architect, but by the trustees and the faculty who 
controversially rejected the Victorian Romanesque for the 
new campus style. 
  Such formal transformation was realized through 
persistent implementation of three master plans prepared by 
Ralph Adams Cram, a foremost Gothic Revival practitioner 
in America. In the capacity of the first supervising campus 
architect (1908-31), Cram tested Collegiate Gothic on 
Princeton campus modeled after Oxbridge, while 
transforming again the eclectic and irregular character of 
Section B. As depicted in Cram’s plan, his intervention in 
Section C, aimed to restore a compositional order with a 
new Collegiate Gothic styled architectural consistency. As a 
firm Beaux-Arts classicist, Cram introduced a bold 
symmetrical axis leading from Nassau Hall into a grand 
promenade to the south. His plan envisioned the functional 
dichotomy by locating dormitories, dining halls, and 
athletic facilities to the west, and classrooms, laboratories, 
and religious buildings to the east. 
  In contrast to Sections A and B, the master-planned 
approach in Section C put more emphasis on building 
grouping over individual building design and architectural 
details. Such practice concerned the organizational 
configuration of building footprint and spatial relationship 
of a new building with the existing context. This approach, 
particularly in the cases of Blair and Little halls, was 
effective for Princeton who prepared itself to be a 
residential university as well as large complex of science 
facilities including Palmer Physical Laboratory, Guyot Hall 
and the others on Washington Road. 
 
2.4 Section D. Modern Development of Science and 
Engineering Facility 
 
  As opposed to the contained campus core of A, B, and C, 
the Princeton’s out-bound spread-out was significantly 
driven by the modern development of Engineering and 
Applied Science facilities. Their development had been 
significantly driven by post-war commercialization of 
science findings and engineering technology responding to 
the rapidly changing market. Such science and engineering 
dynamics has led to the development of campus-wide inter-
disciplinary collaboration and reorganization of associated 
academic units across the campus. (See Figure 2.d) In fact, 
while outgrowing the cramped campus core, Section D 
features a series of intensive new building constructions 
beyond the campus core around Green Hall: Engineering 
Quadrangle, Moffett Biological Lab, Tower of Fine and 
Jadwin Hall, Schultz Lab, Schultz Lab, and etc. 
  These science and engineering buildings took a form of 
very large modern building structure whose typical shape is 
either elongated ‘bar shaped’ with extended hallway 
corridor, or a quadrangle complex with a courtyard in the 
center. Such groups of science and engineering complex is 
about 800 feet by 700 +/- feet, consisting of more than four 
buildings which are closely interconnected around the small 
courtyard in the form of quadrangle. 
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 a 

 b 

 c 

 d 
Figure 2. Configuration of Campus Core and Modern Expansion 

a. Section A of Symmetrical Layout of Classical Revival 
b. Section B of Asymmetrical Expansion of Victorian Romanesque 
c. Section C of Compact Expansion of Collegiate Gothic 
d. Section D of Modern Development of Natural Science and Engineering 

Applied 
 

While their massive structure not allowing themselves to 
be located in the campus core, they collectively took a form 
of compounded complex, either by being juxtaposed next to 

the existing structure, or by being relocated to the further 
campus edge. One extension case is a group of Biology and 
Life Science units of Moffett, Thomas and Schultz, and 
Icahn labs extended from the eastern wing of Guyot Hall.  
E-Quad at the eastern edge campus edge is a relocation 
example from Chancellor Green Hall from the campus core.  
Another is Jadwin Fine Tower complex of Physics and 
Mathematics, forming a fully enclosed quadrangle of low-
rise buildings anchored by a modern high-rise structure. 

Such dynamics of modern expansion suggests the two 
important issues for architects and planners in both physical 
and functional aspects; (1) campus planning practice began 
to reject the campus-wide master plan approach of Sections 
A, B, and C, with adoption of a localized precinct plan; (2) 
the campus expansion made it difficult to achieve the 
functional integrity of the whole campus at large, as well as 
the campus-wide architectural consistency. 

 
3. SYMBIOTIC INTEGRATION OF CAMPUS CORE 
AND MODERN DEVELOPMENT 
 
  The campus core at Princeton is characterized by 
symbiotic integration of different historical Sections of A, B, 
and C along with modern expansion of Section D. 2 
(Venturi and Brown, 1999). Based on this symbiotic 
characteristic of the campus, the study hypothesizes that 
today’s Princeton campus is a final product from a 
successful synthesis of various campus design elements, 
which can be decoded through a ‘symbiotic framework’ 
concept. By ‘symbiotic framework’, the study means not 
only the coexisting formality of the old and the new in 
physical sense, but also the mutually interdependent 
programming of various functions in the campus 
community. 
  There are many components co-existent in a university 
campus to give unique and diverse characters to its 
academic environment. However, the main character of a 
campus can be represented with a few essential design 
elements of building and open space as follows: 
 
 first, ‘building grouping’ to represent expanding 

boundary with territorial proximity; 
 second, ‘building design rules’ to apply disciplinary 

regulations for form and texture; 
 third, ‘open space network’ to create spatial network of 

campus activities in mutual relationship between places 
of interaction and pedestrian walkways; 

 fourth, ‘use-programming’ to organize functional 
distribution of campus programs - particularly residential 
units’ impact on campus structure. 

                                            
2  Rhinehart, Raymond. (2000) Princeton University. pp.ix.  
Robert Venturi and Denise Scott Brown stated one reason for why 
the Princeton campus is uniquely distinguished as a setting for 
institute life, is that “the architecture of the University (Princeton) 
is both good and varied, in its generic manifestations - Georgian, 
Tuscan Villa, Ruskinian Gothic, Collegiate Gothic and Modern - 
and in its easy and harmonious evolutions over time combining 
analogous and contrasting relationships among buildings and 
styles.” 
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3.1. Grouping for Contrasting Expansion with Symbiotic 
Proximity 
 

The Princeton’s campus core has grown out with three 
distinctive layers of classical area: Sections A, B, and C 
which are partially superimposed, yet extensively stretched 
by freely spreading-out modern Section D. In fact, the 
spatial pattern indicates a directional expansion to south and 
east in a concentric and organic way from the campus core 
towards campus edges. However, this development 
phenomenon brings up the critical issue of “how do these 
different sections come together to create a unified campus 
environment for higher education?” 

As discussed previously, each section was developed by 
taking a contrasting educational and architectural 
philosophy against the previous one. For example, Section 
B’s Victorian Romanesque style with irregular expansion 
was against Section A’s symmetrical layout. Section C’s 
Collegiate Gothic with a series of compact quadrangles was 
again in contrast to the arbitrary arrangement of Section B 
in an effort to restore a compositional order and a formal 
unity. 

Yet, one common denominator in these multiple and 
diverse development patterns is a spatial proximity in 
symbiosis between four sections; that is, building elements 
in one section are consistently juxtaposed to another 
section’s elements for balanced contrast between old and 
new buildings throughout different historical periods.  

As shown in Figure 3.a, some of Section B’s buildings 
intervened in Section A’s expanse; they are Henry House, 
Reunion, and Chancellor Green Library. For example, 
Chancellor Green of Victorian Romanesque is an octagonal 
structure in contrast to Nassau Hall of Neo Georgian style 
in the symmetrical Section A. Section C’s intervention in 
Section B’s expansion is shown in Figure 3.b. Among 
examples are East Pyne, Murray Doge, Witherspoon, 
Edwards, Dod, Brown, and two additions to Firestone 
Library. As in Section B, the first Collegiate Gothic 
building of East Pyne is also placed in juxtaposition to 
Chancellor Green as an addition to Nassau Hall with close 
proximity. 
  Modern intervention into three layers of campus core 
expansions is also variously located in free form as 
indicated in Figure 3.c. They include E-Quad, Fine-
McDonnell-Jadwin Complex, Lewis Thomas and Schultz 
Lab, Spelman Halls, Palmer Stadium and Gym Complex, 
etc. Yet, some of modern structures are physically abutted to 
classical buildings as an extension and addition to the 
original ones. Among examples are Art Museum to 
McCormick Building, Bendheim to Corwin halls, Moffett 
to Guyot halls, Frist Student Center to Frist Hall, Max Hall 
to 1879 Hall, and etc. 

These new buildings are sited at a certain distance, but in 
close proximity, from the old ones, so that each group 
respects each other’s own identity of unique architectural 
characteristic without being too far or too close. But other 
building types of Modern section D took a form of a 
localized multi-complex of building groups, such as E-Quad 
independently in campus edge area. 

  This grouping in Princeton campus has been more than 
physical development from one place to another throughout 
the history of the campus design. Due to the openness of the 
site nature, Princeton needed a grouping strategy to 
establish an ordering system to layout buildings since  
birth of Nassau Hall. But there was an unavoidable 
challenge in the process of one campus expansion after 
another. It was and has been a call for an integration of the 
old and the new, especially after the modern expansion in 
the 1950’s. 
   

 a 

 b 

 c 
Figure 3. Grouping for Expanding boundary with Territorial Proximity 

a. section B’s intrusion into the section A 
b. section C’s intrusion into the section A and B 
c. section D’s intrusion into the section A, B and C 

 
The successful design strategy was the idea of 

intervention of one building group into another in 
contrasting harmony; that is, different types of buildings 
coexist in symbiotic relationship to enhance one another 
rather than distant themselves to create an isolated 
environment without any effort to unite them as one whole 
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campus. Thus this contrasting expansion with symbiotic 
proximity created a diverse, but unifying academic 
environment without any chaos and led to the successful 
integration of the old and the new in today’s Princeton 
campus. 
 
3.2. Building Design Rules for Form and Texture 
 

The main components for physical design framework are 
form and texture. They represent building’s look which play 
a key role in imparting unique characters to the Princeton’s 
campus image. In fact, form and texture have two types of 
shapes per each; the former is comprised of  building form 
and façade pattern; meanwhile the latter, material and color. 
With stylistic diversity from Classical to Modern, they 
collectively contain a changing function of complex 
building programs as well as a symbolism of educational 
philosophy. 

The basic shapes for Princeton’s building form and 
opening pattern can be analyzed as follows: for roof, it has 
triangle, flat, arch, octagon shapes; for building body, it has 
rectangle, arch, and octagon shapes. Meanwhile for opening 
pattern, it has triangle, rectangle and arch shapes. The 
application for Form Algebra Formula is summarized in 
Table 1. The Princeton buildings have a variety of finish 
materials of stone, brick, metal, concrete, and stucco.  
There are several main colors in their building materials of 
white, gray, and brown. The Material and Color Algebra 
Formula for their application is also summarized in Table 1. 

 
Table 1. Algebra Formula for Form and Texture, Princeton University 

Type Component Formula Roof Body Opening 
FAF1 Triangle Rectangle Arch 
FAF2 Triangle Rectangle Rectangle

FAF3 Triangle Rectangle Arch/ 
Rectangle

FAF3 Triangle/
Flat Rectangle Arch/ 

Rectangle

FAF4 Flat Rectangle Arch/ 
Rectangle

FAF5 Flat Rectangle Arch 
FAF6 Flat Rectangle Rectangle
FAF7 Flat Arch Rectangle

Form 

FAF8 Octagon Octagon Triangle/
Arch 

MAF1 Stucco 
MAF2 Stone 
MAF3 Brick + Metal 
MAF4 Brick + Concrete 
MAF5 Concrete 

Material 

MAF6 Concrete + Metal 
CAF1 White 
CAF2 Brown 
CAF3 Gray + Brown Color 

CAF4 White + Brown 
 

Nassau Hall, Stanhope hall, and Whig Hall are the 
representatives of Classical Revival. While Whig Hall is 
made of wood and stucco, Nassau Hall and Stanhope Hall 
are made from brown Trenton sandstone. They have all the 
eclectic design elements of Greek and Roman architectures, 
such as orders, pediments, entablatures, etc. (See Figure 4 
and Table 2 for their algebra formulas.) 

Some of distinguished Romanesque buildings on the 
campus are Alexander Hall and Chancellor Green Library.  
Alexander Hall is a large granite and brownstone building, 
heavily rusticated and augmented by two large towers; and 
it is decorated with sculpture, mosaics, and stained glass 
windows. Chancellor Green Library is mainly made out of 
brown stone featuring strong geometric forms and rich 
ornamentations with octagonal rotunda, stained glass 
windows, and iron-work balconies. (See Figure 4 and Table 
2 for their algebra formulas.) 

Among numerous Collegiate Gothic style buildings, East 
Pyne, University Chapel, Graduate College, and Blair Hall 
stand out most in terms of their unique architectural forms 
and textures. East Pyne’s brownstone construction features 
vaulted arches, bay windows, rich stone carving/ribbing of 
Gothic style architectures; meanwhile Blair Hall is 
characteristic of battlements, pointed arches, leaded glass, 
bay windows, and gargoyles, but its materials are gray 
foxcroft and limestone unlike East Pyne. University Chapel 
and Graduate College has the most Gothic characters of all; 
it has a system of skeletal structures with prominent vaulted 
arches, bay windows, stone carving/ ribbing, and 
battlements, to name a few. (See Figure 4 and Table 2 for 
their algebra formulas.) 

The styles of modern buildings are plural and infinite; 
their characters do not come from transient trend of a 
certain period, but more from the authors of the buildings , 
such as Minoru Yamasaki, I. M. Pei, Robert Venturi, 
Machado Silvetti, Rafael Vinoly, and etc. For example, the 
Woodrow Wilson School of Public and International 
Affairs designed by Minoru Yamasaki is a classical modern 
design building surrounded by axial plaza and reflecting 
pool with a fountain. His idea was to create soaring open 
space, large plate glass windows, and open interior 
balconies along with monumental columns. 

Between a row of Gothic dormitories and the train station 
at the southern end of campus are more modern objects.  
The Spelman Halls designed by I. M. Pei are simple modern 
objects between a row of Gothic dormitories; it stands in 
high contrast to surrounding buildings with its own pure 
abstract form. These two buildings built in early modern 
period are strategically sited on the location where the old 
campus transcends towards the new campus in both 
architectural style. Besides, they function as a reference to 
campus-wide programmatic shift via a network of 
pedestrian pathways. 

It is Robert Venturi who has been resourceful with 
making the early modern styled buildings together in the 
important transient period at Princeton. Indeed, the 
Princeton Campus was the idealistic architectural setting in 
which Robert Venturi is likely to test his architectural 
theory of contradiction and contextuality within the 
Princeton’s rich architectural heritage for his proposed 
buildings. Robert Venturi applied his “true rationality” for 
his “spontaneous architecture” on Princeton campus.3 

                                            
3 Moneo, Rafael. (2004) Theoretical Anxiety and Design 
Strategies: In the Work of Eight Contemporary Architects. pp. 83-
85. 
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  Among such applications is Wu Hall which is a subtle 
combination of modern forms and references to tradition 
design. The building makes particular use of Gothic 
window patterns and materials in abstract way. Wu Hall was 
built on a long narrow site between Wilcox and 1915 Halls, 
facing the low modern structures of New New Quad to the 
south and the Collegiate Gothic of Patton and Walker halls 
to the north. The curved, apse-like window at the southern 
end of Wu serves as a bridge between the old campus and 
the new, while the color of the brick blends with 1915 Hall. 
  Robert Venturi also designed Lewis Thomas Laboratory, 
Schultz Laboratory, Fisher-Bendheim Hall, and Frist 
Campus Center next to Palmer Hall which characterizes the 
Princeton’s modern buildings from those of other 
universities. These buildings are critically located at the 
junction where the modern development meet and then 
spread out from the campus core. Robert Venturi’s 
architectural design vocabulary continues to be reflected in 
his subsequent designers and buildings such as Jose Silvetti 
and Rodolph Machado, and Rafael Vinoly, and others. 
These contemporary architects interpret the sprit of tradition 
rather than the shape of classical shapes.   
   

Table 2. Application of Form, Material, and Color Formula 
Formula Form and Texture Building 
Form Material Color 

Nassau Hall FAF3 MAF1 CAF2
Stanhope Hall FAF2 MAF2 CAF2

Classical  
Revival 

Whig Hall FAF2 MAF1 CAF1
Alexander Hall FAF1 MAF2 CAF2Victorian 

Romanesque Chancellor 
Green Lib. FAF8 MAF2 CAF2

East Pyne FAF4 MAF2 CAF2
University 
Chapel FAF1 MAF2 CAF2

Graduate 
College FAF1 MAF2 CAF2

Collegiate  
Gothic 

Blair Hall FAF4 MAF2 CAF2
Woodrow 
Wilson Bldg. FAF5 MAF5 CAF1Modern 
Spellman Halls FAF6 MAF1 CAF1
Lewis Thomas 
Lab FAF6 MAF4 CAF4

Schultz Lab FAF6 MAF4 CAF4
Fisher-
Bendheim Hall FAF6 MAF4 CAF4

Wu Hall FAF6 MAF4 CAF4
Scully Dorm FAF4 MAF3 CAF3

Contemporary 

Lewis-Sigler 
Icahn Lab FAF7 MAF6 CAF3

 

Jose Silvetti and Rodolph Machado’s Scully Dorm 
suggests characteristic windows and towers of Gothic 
buildings with mixed use of traditional material – brick and 
modern material – metal on the main portion of the facade, 
but it does not imitate its literal geometric forms of the 
traditional buildings. Rafael Vinoly’s newly constructed the 
Carl Icahn Lab boasts the modern technology and celebrates 
the simple rectilinear form as well as subtle curvilinear line.  
Located on a triangular site, the building is composed of 
two perpendicular rectangular blocks with a long curved 
glass façade, which enclosed a two-story atrium space with 
rotating metal louvers to control sunlight. His form comes 
from function of the building and location of site. Their 

formulas are summarized in Table 2. 
The algebra analysis of form and texture in the 

Princeton’s buildings suggests that diverse architectural 
styles are derived from simple geometric forms and textures, 
which are the main source of holistic unity for the Princeton 
campus image despite countless variations of architectural 
characters.  Basically the general roof forms are 
characterized by shapes of triangles and flats except for 
Chancellor Green’s octagon roof. Also the body of the 
building is rectangular throughout the campus except a few, 
such as Carl Icahn Lab, Stadium, Jadwin Gym, etc. 
Window and door openings are made out of two shapes – 
Rectangle and Arch except occasional appearances of circle. 
 

 

Nassau Hall Stanhope Hall Nassau Pres. Church 

 

Alexander Hall Chancellor Green Hall East Pyne Hall 

 

Blair Hall Graduate College Witherspoon Hall 

 

Woodrow Wilson Bldg Spellman Halls McCormick Museum

 

Lewis Thomas Lab Bendheim Hall Scully Dorm 
Figure 4. Image Matrix for Building Design Framework 

 
Materials and colors are more diverse than the general 

shapes of buildings. There are five main materials with 
three colors that represent the textures of the Princeton 
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campus. In three classical expansions, stone with brown 
color was a dominant texture; meanwhile, brick has been 
the main representation of modern material to be symbiotic 
with various brown stones of the classical buildings. 

Princeton’s architecture is a rich blend of the old, the new, 
and the renewed. New ideas enhance old styles while old 
styles inspiring new ideas. The modern building forms 
along with all textures are shaped to maintain a coherent, 
but contrasting architectural composition along with 
classical buildings and its modern design employed a 
unifying vocabulary of forms and materials by using simple 
shape rules of algebra as described above; otherwise there 
could be countless chaotic characters of buildings without 
holistic unity in a symbiosis. 
 
3.3. Pedestrian Walkways for Open Space Network 
 
  The Princeton campus consists of a series of open spaces 
surrounded by a group of buildings, which are consistently 
interwoven with pedestrian walkways. In order to manage 
ever-growing campus beyond the campus core, a network 
of open spaces was a critical tool for the Princeton’s 
successful modern expansion interconnected by pedestrian 
pathways along with places of interaction in symbiotic 
environment. 

The campus core of Sections A, B and C, remains 
pedestrian-oriented with minimal vehicular intrusion to be 
safe and accessible to people with both full and limited 
mobility. Meanwhile its open space network starting from 
Nassau Hall grows out to south and east with modern 
expansions of architecture and open space and leading to a 
symbiotic ensemble of the campus core and the modern 
development. 
  The study identifies that the Princeton’s open space 
network is structured by a pair of two primary pedestrian 
circulation routes of walkpath A (Wp A) and walkpath B 
(Wp B). (See Figure 5.a) In the pattern of ‘kit of parts’4 
expansion, these pedestrian walkways with interacting 
places provide an open space network composed of 
assemblage of forms with various nodes through 
Sections A, B, and C. They also extend its linkage of 
campus core to the campus edge with a series of individual 
modern complexes of Section D. 
  Two pathways are characteristic of a chain of various 
open courtyards and vistas shaped by multiplicity of 
individual building objects. They enable the Princeton’s 
open spaces to be transformed into a virtual landscape of 
museum where man-made objects and natural elements are 
displayed continuously in a variety of interacting places.  
Meanwhile an individual architectural component of 
buildings delivers a unique architectural expression of 
particular building styles. 
  Both of these linear networks start from Nassau Street, 
pass through Section A together, yet take two separate ways 
at Edward Hall in Section B: Wp A turns right toward 
                                            
4  A theory of Kit-of-Parts refers to the study of object-oriented 
building techniques, where building components are pre-designed/ 
pre-engineered/pre-fabricated for inclusion in joint-base (linear 
element), panel-base (planar element), module-base (solid 
element), and deployable (time element) construction systems. 

Washington Road of Section D; and Wp B straight down to 
south along Sections B and C and taking a right turn at Wu 
Hall towards again Washington Road of Section D. 
  Princeton’s pedestrian circulation is successfully linked 
to places of interaction, so that it becomes more than just 
functional route for guidance. In fact, the pedestrian 
pathway creates a continuous thread linked to various areas 
of the campus and plays an important role of spatial 
mediums for symbiosis between the classical core and 
thefreely-growing modern development. Besides, the 
primary interaction places are located at the confluence of 
major pedestrian routes at key nodes of campus activity. 
They are framed by contrasting styles of multiple building 
types as well as similar groups of buildings with 
intersecting, penetrating, and embracing pedestrian 
pathways. (See Figure 5.) 
  The study analyzes that the campus growth of the 
Princeton is organized around a series of activity nodes 
such as courtyard, quadrangle, common, etc. along these 
two east-west pedestrian linkages. Wp A (McCosh Walk 
from Node 3 to Node 4 and Shapiro Walk from Node 5 to 
Node 8) consists of eight nodes including two nodes shared 
by Wp B; Wp B (Goheen Walk from Node 9 to Node 11) 
consists of twelve nodes while two nodes shared by Wp A. 
(See Figure 5.b.) 

Wp A known as ‘McCosh-Shapiro Walk’ is a major east-
west linkage from Lockhart Arch at University Place to 
Scudder Plaza of E-Quad across Washington Road. By 
taking this pathway, a wealth of architectural styles with 
vistas of landscapes from Greek Revival of Clio Hall to 
Contemporary Style of McCormick Art Museum and 
Architecture Building can be experienced continuously like 
in a museum, which is a linear display of the Princeton’s 
architectural transformations. In addition this experience is 
enriched by multiple variations of quadrangles, plazas, and 
courtyards.  

 
 Wp A Node 1 to Node 3 have multiple characteristics of 

open plazas and intimate courtyards embraced by three 
different historical building groups, such as Neo 
Classical of Section A, Section B’s Victorian 
Romanesque, and Section C’s Collegiate Gothic 

 Wp A Node 4 to Node 6 are enclosed by three sides of 
building groups with one side opened up to create vistas 
of landscapes.  Collegiate Gothic as well as Modern 
and Contemporary buildings give these nodes the highly 
contrasting places of symbiotic interactions.   

 Wp A Nodes 7 and 8 are composed of Modern and 
Contemporary buildings; and the pathway from Node 7 
to Node 8 penetrates E-Quad to get to the enclosed inner 
courtyard. 

 Wp A Node 8 of modern E-Quad maintains the 
symbiotic spirit of contrasting spaces recurring 
throughout the campus by mixing traditional space of 
courtyard and modern texture of building materials. 

 
Wp B stretches out to the south and west of the campus 

from University Place to Princeton Stadium, encompassing 
Butler and Wilson Colleges and Scully Dormitory. The 
pathway leads to a meandering experience of multiple 
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building styles and vistas of landscapes along the natural 
southeast contour lines. Its west-east section, often named 
‘Goheen Walk flanked by the Lewis Thomas and Schultz 
labs, link the campus core with the east section of 
Washington Road. (See Figure 5.b) 
 
 The experience of Wp B Nodes 1 to Node 3 is again a 

historical display of different architectural objects while 
observing changing backdrops of landscapes. 

 Wp B Nodes 4 and 5 are surrounded by Collegiate 
Gothic and Modern buildings with symbiotic 
relationship.   

 Wp B Node 6 to Node 8 are penetrated by streaming 
pathway with unknown islands of Gothic and Modern 
courtyards discovered.  

 A long vista of man-made and natural landscapes is 
stretched out from Wp B Node 9 to Node 10 along with 
Modern and Contemporary buildings in east-west link.  

 Wp B Node 11 provides an intimate courtyard 
surrounded by Modern buildings.   

 At the end of this journey, there is the biggest place of 
interaction in the campus – Princeton Stadium in Wp B 
Node 12, which symbolizes a modern monument, and at 
the same time provides a traditional sense of courtyard 
by complete enclosure as in E-Quad of Wp A Node 8.  

 
Table 3. Nodes of Walkpath A and B, Princeton University 

 Node Defining Building 

Node 1 Nassau, Maclean, Stanhope, Chancellor 
Green, Henry 

Wp 
A 
and 
B Node 2 Nassau, West College, Clio, Whig, East 

Pyne 
Node 3 Whig, McCormick, Murray Dodge 

Node 4 McCosh, Architecture School, Marx 
Node 5 Frick Lab, Robertson, Corwin 
Node 6 Corwin, Hoyt 
Node 7 Computer Science, Mudd 

Wp 
A 

Node 8 E-Quad 
Node 3 Clio, Whig, Edwards, Dodd, McCormick 
Node 4 McCormick, Dodd, Brown, Art Museum 
Node 5 Art Museum, Brown, Cuyler 
Node 6 Cuyler 
Node 7 Cuyler, Walker, Feinberg 
Node 8 Feinberg, Walker, Clapp, Dodge-Osborne 
Node 9 Wu, Wilcox, Lourie-Love 
Node 10 Schultz, Thomas Lab 
Node 11 Fine, McDonnel 

Wp 
B 

Node 12 Princeton Stadium 

 
The campus also has two north-south pathways which, 

however, are functionally discontinuous. A central walkway 
which is being developed, extends from Node 2 of Nassau 
Hall and Cannon Green, crossing McCosh Walk, and ends 
at the yard at Dod Hall Brown Hall and Art Museum of 
Node 4. (See Figure 5.c) Wilson-Bulter Walk is an internal 
route penetrating groups of residential colleges serving the 
student community through an array of intimate scaled 
buildings of Wilson and Bulter colleges. 

It is interesting to see that the open space network is a 
contrasting result from the first idea of the plans developed 

by Ralph Adams Cram who proposed a bold north-south 
axis leading south from Nassau Hall into a grand 
promenade to Carnegie Lake. In his plan for this grand 
promenade, Cram envisioned the functional dichotomy by 
locating dormitories, dining halls, and athletic facilities to 
the west, and classroom, laboratory, and religious buildings 
to the east. 

 
 

 a 

 b 

 c 
Figure 5. Network of Pedestrian Walkways, Princeton University 

a. Open Space Network with Two Major Pedestrian Walkways of 1 and 2 
Note: A contour line is retraced based on the historical configuration of 
the existing campus terrain. 
A black dot indicates the location of building that surrounds an 
associated enclosing open space. 

b. Open Space Network with walkway 1 and 2 
c. Open Space Network with North-South and East-West walkways 

 
 

Princeton’s existing open space network, however, is an 
assemblage of forms – kit of parts; that is, the interacting 
places are composed of individual objects with spatial 
variations in order to create diverse plazas, vistas, and 
courtyards. Such network system provides the campus core 
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and the modern development areas with open public space 
as well as intimate ambulatory through an archway to 
artfully arranged courtyards and quadrangles. Thus, the 
open network system enables the Princeton campus to be 
transformed into a virtual museum with a collection of 
diverse building artifacts, yet to be perceived as cohesive 
and continuous public realm with a sense of community at 
large. 
 
3.4. Use-Programming for On-Campus Student Community 
 

The Princeton campus is characterized by its campus core 
with its distinctive use of on-campus student housing as 
well as the auxiliary programs for student community in the 
adjacent area. This spatial organization for use-
programming is significantly attributed to the notion of 
‘university as a living and learning community’. In fact, 
Princeton has been an undergraduate-focused ‘residential 
university’5 since the early 1980. 

Accordingly, its campus core is a sphere of student 
community of five residential colleges: Rockefeller and 
Mathey colleges in the northwest corner of the campus 
core; Wilson and Butler colleges in the southern edge of 
campus core; Forbes College in southwest corner of the 
campus across University Place, which was a former hotel; 
and Whitman College being constructed. These colleges 
collectively accommodate 4,600 students or 95 percent of 
undergraduates whose community comprise the Princeton 
central campus area. (See Figure 6.a.) 

The five residential colleges house about 450-500 
freshmen and sophomores and approximately 30 juniors 
and seniors, many of whom serve as residential college 
advisers. In fact, each college consists of a cluster of several 
dormitory buildings with dining halls, lounges and 
recreational facilities as well as various educational 
resources such as libraries, computer facilities, and seminar 
and study rooms.  

Among examples are Wilson College called “New Quad” 
which consists of six buildings of Gauss, Dodge-Osborn, 
1922, 1937, 1938, and 1939 centered around the dining and 
social facilities of Wilcox Hall. These buildings form an 
asymmetrical yet enclosed quadrangle, which is a typical 
example of Collegiate Gothic dormitories. Another is Butler 
College called “New New Quad,” immediately adjacent to 
the south of Wilson College. Butler’s five dormitory 
buildings of Walker, Lourie-Love, 1915, 1922, and 1940 are 
grouped around Wu Hall. 

The study identifies that the Princeton campus utilizes 
these student residence buildings as basic programmatic 
unit for the campus core and its expanding campus edge. 
While served by vehicle access from Nassau Street, 

                                            
5 The concept of residential college was first conceived in 1907 
and was officially adopted in 1982. This aims to transform the 
physical campus into a social network of student residential 
community. With the rapid enrollment rise driven by the 
acceptance of female students, put severe pressure on the aging 
dormitories and existing campus housing operation in the late 
1970s. In response to such pressure, Princeton began to reorganize 
a group of underclassmen residences into a cluster of residential 
colleges with a dedicated set of social and academic facilities. 

University Place and Elm Drive, these residential clusters 
are integrated with the campus edge via an x-shaped 
campus-through pedestrian network. (See Figure 6.b.) Thus, 
the campus core functions as a student community hub 
around which various academic and supporting uses are 
effectively arranged via the access routes. 

In fact, these x-shaped access routes intersect at the 
campus core of Sections A, B, and C to weave together five 
residential clusters. As described in Figure 6.c, the routes 
pass through directly and circumferentially by the 
residential buildings in the campus core. Meanwhile, they 
also effectively associates the residential uses with an array 
of major student facilities, such as dining hall, eating club, 
gym, library, auditorium, museum, and student center, 
which are scattered throughout the four quadrants at the 
campus edge. 

 
 

 a 

 b 

 c 
Figure 6. Use-Programming of Student Campus Community 

a. Five Clusters of Residential Colleges 
b. ‘X’-shaped Pedestrian Routes for Colleges and Major Student Facility 
c. Composite Map of section A, B, C and Residential Colleges on the ‘x’-

shaped Pedestrian Routes 
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One of x-shaped routes is the northwest route which 
serves directly Rockefeller, Mathey, and Upperclass 
colleges. It connects diagonally the campus core with 
Prospect Garden, Frist Student Center, and the buildings of 
classroom and computer terminal, and student health center.  
The southwest route links directly Forbes, Rockefeller and 
Upperclass colleges with McCarter Theater, Murray-Dodge 
Hall of student activity, McCosh Courtyard, McCosh Hall 
of classroom buildings, Firestone Library and University 
Chapel. 

The Princeton campus utilizes its campus core not only to 
symbolize its architectural importance, but also to form a 
student community whose various daily uses are 
programmed in the adjacent campus area. Thus, the campus 
core successfully functions as a social network of students 
whose living and learning activities are densely imbedded 
into the campus system. Furthermore, such use 
programming strategy enables a growing university to 
transform its centralized campus function into a 
decentralized campus structure. 
 
4. CONCLUSION 
 

The Princeton campus is well-known not only for its 
beauty of diverse architectures and open landscapes, but 
also for fundamental structures of the university campus 
that laid an educational foundation for an ideal built 
environment. This experiential case study suggests that the 
Princeton campus is a result from successful synthesis of all 
the complex design elements, especially in relationship 
between the old and the new, which can be explained with 
the concept of ‘symbiotic framework for campus core and 
modern expansion.’ 

There are many driving forces coexistent in the university 
campus to give unique and diverse characters to its 
academic environment; but the four determinants over 
many coexistent design elements, have a significance 
influence on the symbiotic growth of the classical core and 
the modern expansion for the successful Princeton campus. 

The first is the ‘building grouping pattern’ of various 
building styles in different periods with symbiotic 
proximity. The idea of ‘intervention of one building group 
into another group in the previous period’ is to enhance the 
contrasting harmony of different building groups among 
one another rather than to distant themselves to turn into an 
isolated built environment. This contrasting expansion with 
symbiotic proximity creates a diverse, but unifying 
academic environment, and leads to the successful 
integration of the old and the new in today’s Princeton 
campus. 

The second is the ‘building design rules for form and 
texture’ to express individual building characters as well as 
to create a unified image of the campus with harmony in a 
collective form . The modern building forms in Princeton 
are shaped to maintain a contrasting, but coherent 
architectural composition along with classical buildings: its 
modern design is to employ a unifying vocabulary of forms 
and materials by using simple shape rules of algebra. This 
analysis suggests that diverse architectural styles are 
derived from simple geometric forms and textures, which 

are the main source of successful holistic unity for the 
campus image despite countless variations of architectural 
characters. 

The third is the ‘open space network’ intertwined by 
interacting places and pedestrian walkways in symbiotic 
relationship. The modern development has been ever-
growing beyond the classical core area; and the open space 
network has been an integral tool for successful campus 
expansion because the Princeton’s pedestrian pathway and 
interacting places create a continuous thread with ‘kit-of-
parts’ idea to create diverse public spaces, such as plazas, 
vistas, and courtyards. In addition, they are linked to 
various sections of the campus and play an important role of 
interlocking mediums for three layers of classical cores with 
freely growing modern developments. 

Lastly, another factor is the functional distribution of ‘use 
programming’ - particularly residential units’ x-Pattern 
growth. The modern campus expansion of Princeton 
University is characterized by distinctive use programming 
of student residence. A group of residential colleges 
function as a hub point through which various academic 
programs are effectively connected to one another via 
pedestrian routes along with their supporting uses in the 
campus edge, such as gym, stadium, museum, library, 
chapel, store, etc. These groups of residential colleges are at 
the center of ‘x’-shaped functional routes throughout the 
campus. 

The findings from the Princeton case study give the 
following important lessons to today’s designers, landscape 
architects, and planners in their campus design in an effort 
to integrate the modern expansion with the campus core: 

First, understand the existing structure of the campus 
core in addition to its smaller components within its larger 
structure for a new development to be laid a foundation 
upon. This will provide a clear direction for successful 
future development of campus design without chaotic and 
arbitrary growth. 

Second, establish preservation zones for old (historic) 
building group areas as well as open landscape areas to 
develop future campus expansion; but this preservation 
zones needs to be flexible to accommodate varying needs of 
new development for symbiotic growth between the old and 
the new. 

Third, implement the idea of the ‘building grouping’ 
system essential for functional and physical layout of the 
campus structure. This provides not only a physical 
transition from one place to another in historical expansion, 
but also a functional transition from one use-program to 
another in simultaneous modern expansion. This grouping 
establishment will allow any small variations from one 
group to be integrated symbiotically into another group 
structure without affecting historical or functional identity 
of each building group. 

Fourth, establish and regulate flexible rules of 
architectural styles, building height and materials, roof 
forms, façade treatment, site materials, and landscape 
materials to provide a unified campus image with each 
identity of diverse and unique buildings and landscapes 
expressed in harmony. 
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Fifth, provide a network of open spaces throughout the 
campus to provide an easy and friendly access to different 
types of building groups for campus-wide interaction by 
integrating open landscape with architecture as well as by 
creating a graceful transition from one group of building 
spaces to another by improving pedestrian experience with 
interacting places. 

Sixth, provide location guidelines for individual 
buildings as well as groups of building types to reserve the 
campus core for functions that serve students and faculty 
while reserving adjacent areas for research, cultural and 
service units, and residential units that require campus core 
proximity. 

The development of a modern university campus requires 
a strategic plan that takes into account the older buildings 
when conceiving the new; and its successful campus design 
can be achieved by integration of microcosmic design 
elements into the holistic campus design in a symbiotic 
relationship between the old and the new, such as 
architectural styles, places of interaction, pedestrian access, 
use-programming, form and textures, etc. These 
frameworks are neither separate nor discrete; on the 
contrary, they are interdependent as well as inter-related to 
preserve the campus core in contrasting harmony with the 
modern expansion, which enhances the integrity of the 
campus as a whole rather than competes with the existing 
buildings. 
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